This article presents a model of the Florida melons of the season, at correspondingly high watermelon industry that quantifies aggregate prices, the average seasonal price for Florida is entry and exit decisions and the effect of interwell below the season opening values. The regional competition on prices received by average price for the state as a whole is genFlorida growers. The model development is erally below the price received in other presented first and is followed by estimation of competing southeastern states, partly because the model's parameters. Policy implications growers in panhandle, northern, and central from the model are then developed.
areas of Florida compete directly with other Florida is a major supplier of spring and southern producers who have a locational summer watermelons for the domestic U. S.
advantage in relation to major markets. market. Total crop value for Florida during the Only the early production from the southern 1976 season was well over $25 million which production areas of Florida is relatively free of represented 4.9 percent of the total fresh vegedomestic competition. However, in 1978 less table income for the state that year. Florida's than 10 percent of total harvested watermelon dominant position in the national watermelon acreage in Florida was in the southern producmarket is illustrated by the fact that for the ing region (Table 1) . The central producing area crop years 1972 through 1976 Florida provided is subject to increasing levels of domestic commore than 50 percent of total U. S. shipments petition as its harvest season progresses and during the seven-week period beginning the the northern and western regions compete with first week in April.
other southeastern areas throughout their Market dominance, however, has not harvest season. The western or panhandle area resulted in a profitable market, statewide, for growers planted nearly twice as many acres as Florida watermelon producers. Because of the southern region but harvested only slightly rapid entry and exit by producers in response more acreage because 4,500 acres were abanto fluctuating prices, watermelon shipments in doned. Only 100 acres were abandoned in the Florida have shown the cyclical pattern illussouthern area (Table 1) . trated graphically in Figure 1 . Generally, profitable seasons encourage entry and Second, at time of harvest, growers determine cult to specify a priori. The length of the lag how many acres to harvest given the obsershould reflect the extent to which growers provable current price. The current price depends ject past occurrences to the future. Parameter on shipments which depend on how many acres estimates and their associated standard errors growers decide to harvest.
for equation 1 are shown in Table 2 . Three Four equations and one definitional identity lagged price variables are included. The length are used to describe growers' decisions and of the lag was determined empirically by reprice determination process.
taining lagged price variables as long as the Number of acres planted is hypothesized to coefficient is greater than its estimated be related positively to prices received in prestandard error. The price variable parameters vious seasons and negatively to a time trend.
are not restricted to any particular weighing That is: scheme although they are similar to estimates from a third-degree polynomial distributed lag. (1) and discussed by Waugh [4] . The time-trend coefficient expectation reflects the declining where production trend that has been observed and attributed, in part, to increasing competition QH t is number of acres of Florida waterfor land in Florida.
melons harvested in year t The length of the lag and the structure of the PF t is price ($/100 lbs) of Florida waterweights for the lagged price variables are diffimelons in year t The final behavioral equation describes the Thus, a 10 percent increase (decrease) in price determination process. The price of price can be expected to result in a 6 percent Florida watermelons is hypothesized to be reincrease (decrease) in planted acres the next lated negatively to quantity shipped from two seasons and a 3.5 percent increase Florida and quantity shipped from other (decrease) the third season. competing producing areas. That is:
These results clearly demonstrate the cobweb phenomenon and the fact that through (4) PF t = p 40 + y 41 QSt + 3 4 1 QOt + e 4 t the harvest and price equations it becomes a source of cyclical price variability in the where Florida watermelon industry. For individual producers, an understanding of the lag QOt is quantity of watermelons shipped structure may allow greater use of countercyfrom Georgia, Alabama, South Caroclical production decisions. lina, Texas, and California (desert)
The coefficients related to the conclusions PF t and QSt are as defined previously about interregional trade are the quantity e 4 is the disturbance term.
coefficients from the fourth equation. Shipments from Florida have less effect on Florida Empirical parameter estimates and their prices than the shipments from competing associated standard errors are shown in Approximately 91 percent of harvested harvested increases with acreage planted. At acreage in Florida is subject to domestic complanting levels below 30.6 thousand acres the petition from other southern producing states. price effect is zero (aQH/ aPF t = 0 if QPt = Growers in these areas must consider both local and regional production in their -16946
). In general, a QH/ a PF t is greater formation of planting decisions. .5544
